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The structure of liquid ammonia (NH3) is investigated from 1 to 6.3 GPa and up to 800 K by means
of synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD) and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. The
XRD data are used to extract the molecular structure factor Smol(Q), pair distribution function
(PDF) gmol(r), and the density of NH3. There is an excellent agreement between present Smol(Q)
and gmol(r) at our lowest density and those reported in reference neutron experiments. Our densities
agree better with the equation of state of Tillner-Roth et al. [1] than with more recent equation
of state (EoS) models. The experimental structure factor and PDF are well reproduced by AIMD
simulations using either the BLYP or the PBE exchange-correlation functional. The shapes of
Smol(Q) and gmol(r) vary little over the investigated pressure range and suggest a compact liquid
with weak orientational correlations between molecules, which is corroborated by the coordination
number varying from 12.7 to ∼14. The simulations are used to study the evolution of the site-site
pair distribution functions, which reveals that the number of H-bonds per molecule (between 1.5
and 2) do not evolve with density, and that the distribution of H atoms around N atoms becomes
more and more anisotropic with pressure.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I. INTRODUCTION

Ammonia is a major component of the giant icy plan-
ets and their moons and has many uses in the chemi-
cal industry, which explains the large amount of research
devoted to its study. At the fundamental level, a long-
standing interest in ammonia arises from its ability to
form hydrogen (H) bonds. The H-bond refers to the in-
teraction between a hydrogen atom and a negatively po-
larized atom (the acceptor A), such that a bridge, noted
D-H· · ·A, is formed between the atom to which the hy-
drogen is bonded (the donor D) and the atom A. It is
well known that the properties of water are determined
by the O-H· · ·O H-bond. Without it the melting and
boiling points of H2O would be more than 200 K lower
and life as we know would be impossible. The hydrogen
bonds are also responsible for the diversity of polymorphs
known for water ice.

The H-bonds in NH3 have been described as weaker
and less directional than those formed by H2O, and their
relevance to explain the structural motifs formed by NH3

molecules is disputed. In the gas phase, NH3 has been
found to be a good H-bond acceptor but a poor donor
[2]. In the solid phase I, stable below 195 K at ambi-
ent pressure, the N atoms adopt a pseudo face-centered
cubic (fcc) arrangement and each molecule has 12 neigh-
bors in the first shell [3]. Among the latter, 6 are at a
N–N distance of 0.3375 nm and the 6 others are at 0.3940
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nm. Those at the shorter distances have been described
as H-bonded to the central molecule, 3 as acceptor and
3 as donor. Contrary to water ice H-bonds, these bonds
are non-linear (the bond angle is 160◦) and weaker than
in water ice –a single lone electronic pair is shared by
3 H-bonds, and their existence was actually questioned
by Ref. [2]. However both high-resolution x-ray diffrac-
tion [4] and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) cal-
culations [5] show that the electron density distribution
along the bond is consistent with H-bonding. It is more
difficult to state on the presence of H-bonds in the plastic
solids II and III, which occur at higher pressures along
the melting line, due to their large orientational disor-
der. Above 3.6 GPa at 293 K, ammonia transforms to
another proton-ordered phase, phase IV, whose structure
was determined by neutron diffraction [6]. In this phase,
the N atoms have a pseudo hexagonal close-packed ar-
rangement, and as in phase I, 6 H-bonds may be as-
signed to each molecule. But in contrast to phase I, the
three N–D· · ·H bonds are all different in length and an-
gle. This asymmetry increases at higher pressure, in par-
ticular above the transition to the isosymmetric phase V,
where the shortest and thus strongest H-bond becomes
nearly linear at 178◦, while the two others remain bent
at 150◦ and 160◦ [7]. In summary the presence of H-
bonds in the ordered solid phases is well established, but
unlike H2O, they do not have a strong impact on the
solid structures – except probably for imposing proton
ordering, since all of them are close to compact molecu-
lar arrangements.

The situation is less clear-cut in the liquid phase. Ev-
idence for hydrogen bonding have been obtained from
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FIG. 1. (Top) Phase diagram of NH3 after Ninet and Datchi
[8]. Red circles show the P-T points where experimental data
were taken, black star is the critical point and dashed line is
the Frenkel line. (Bottom) Representation of the structures
of NH3-I and NH3-IV. Colored lines show hydrogen bonds,
with different colors for bonds of different lengths and angles.

neutron diffraction [9–12], elastic [13, 14] and inelastic
x-ray scattering [15] experiments, as well as from the-
oretical simulations [16–20]. The N-N pair distribution
function at 277 K obtained by the x-ray diffraction ex-
periment of Ref. [14] presents a maximum at 0.34 nm
and a shoulder at 0.37 nm, which, by analogy with the
solid phase I, may be interpreted as the respective sig-
nature of H-bonded and non-bonded contacts, and thus
suggests a well-structured first shell. More recent neutron
diffraction experiments and simulations found, however,
that the liquid is much less structured. They indicate
that an ammonia molecule forms on average ∼2 H-bonds
with its neighbors. These H-bonded molecules appear on
the N-H(D) pair distribution function (PDF) as a shoul-
der at ∼0.25 nm of the strong oscillation peaked at ∼0.4
nm. Nevertheless, the spatial distribution of the nitrogen
atoms shows that no extended H-bonded network exists
in the ammonia liquid since the first solvation shell con-

tains 12 to 13 molecules. Again, this is in sharp contrast
with the case of liquid water where the solvation struc-
ture of a molecule is determined primarily by hydrogen
bonding interactions.

Except for the recent work of Guthrie et al. [12], all
previous experimental studies of the structure of liq-
uid ammonia have been carried out at or near ambient
pressure. For water, several neutron [21, 22] and x-ray
diffraction experiments [23, 24] have been reported to
pressures of several GPa. They showed that the density
increase between ambient and 1 GPa has a large effect
on the structure, disrupting the 3D network of H-bonds
although preserving the tetrahedral H-bonding scheme
around a given molecule. In ammonia, the comparison
between the structure at ambient and 1 GPa did not show
a strong difference in the short-range structure, however
a substantial increase of the spatial correlations at large
distance was found [12].

The purpose of the present study is to extend the ex-
perimental investigation to higher pressures in order to
determine the structural evolution over a larger range of
densities. To this end, we used recently developed tech-
niques for the measurement of the structure of low-Z flu-
ids in the diamond anvil cell by synchrotron x-ray diffrac-
tion [25], which have been successfully used in the recent
past to study liquid hydrogen [26] and carbon dioxide [27]
and allowed to determine the melting lines of liquid ni-
trogen [28] and ammonia [29] up to the megabar range.
Here we present experimental data for liquid ammonia
obtained at 690 K and 800 K up to 6.3 GPa. The data
is analyzed to extract both the x-ray molecular structure
factor and pair distribution function. Experimental data
are compared to ab initio calculations performed in the
same pressure-temperature (P-T) range as experiments.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Experiments

Ammonia samples (99.99%, Air Liquide) were loaded
cryogenically into a membrane diamond anvil cell (DAC)
equipped with diamond anvils of Boehler-Almax design
[30], 300 µm culet size and 70◦ 4θ x-ray aperture. A
rhenium foil of 200 µm thickness was used as gasket and
pre-indented to 80 µm. To prevent any chemical reaction,
the ammonia sample was separated from rhenium by a
gold liner of thickness about 5 µm. The latter was also
used as the in situ pressure sensor, using the P-V-T equa-
tion of state (EoS) of gold from Ref. [31]. The pressures
obtained with other EoS [32–37] deviate by less than 0.5
GPa in this pressure range. The DAC was heated with a
ring-shaped external resistive heater enclosing the DAC
and temperatures were determined with a type-K ther-
mocouple (made of Chromel and Alumel alloys) in con-
tact with the diamond anvil. The estimated pressure
and temperature uncertainties are 0.15 GPa and 15 K,
respectively.
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Angular dispersive x-ray diffraction experiments were
carried out at the ID27 beamline of the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France).
The x-ray beam of wavelength 0.3738 Å (33 keV) was fo-
cussed to produce a spot size of 3×3 µm on the sample.
A MAR345 image plate was used for detection. Diffrac-
tion patterns were integrated using the Dioptas software
[38].

The main difficulty of present experiments is to ex-
tract the very weak coherent signal scattered by the sam-
ple from the incoherent (Compton) scattering originating
from the 1.7 mm-thick diamond anvils. In order to re-
duce this background, a multichannel collimator (MCC)
was used as described in Ref. [25]. The MCC is composed
of two concentric sets of circular slits positioned between
the sample and the image plate whose effect is to isolate a
diffracting volume centered on the sample. The slits are
carefully aligned to make their rotation center coincide
with the sample. In order to cover all diffraction angles
the MCC is rotated over the angular distance separating
two adjacent slits during the collection. To further limit
the parasitic noise coming from the experimental hutch,
the MCC is enclosed by a lead cover extending up to the
detector. The spatial selectivity of the slits increases with
the diffraction angle and reduces the anvil contribution
by a factor ∼100 at 20 nm−1 and ∼400 at 80 nm−1. The
disadvantage of the MCC is the loss of signal due to the
absorption by the slits and to their limited height which
only covers 16◦ in the vertical direction. The acquisition
time is thus increased relative to experiments without the
MCC and was set here at 300 s. The background (empty
cell) signal was measured at 300 K after pressure was
released and the sample escaped from the gasket hole.

B. Data analysis

In order to process the measured intensity Imeas(Q)
(Q = 4π sin θ/λ is the momentum transfer) and obtain a
molecular structure factor Smol(Q) and a molecular pair
distribution function gmol(r), we use the methodology
presented in details in Eggert et al. [39] and Weck et al.
[25], which we briefly recall below.

The measured signal can be written as follows:

Imeas(Q) = TDAC(Q)TMCC
samp (Q)Isamp(Q) + sIbkg(Q)

(1)
where TDAC(Q) is the DAC transmission, TMCC

samp (Q)
is the MCC transmission for the sample scattering. They
are calculated analytically using the known geometry of
the DAC and MCC, as explained in Weck et al. [25].
Isamp(Q) is the total scattering from the sample, Ibkg(Q)
is the background signal originating mainly from the
Compton scattering of the diamond windows, and s is
a scaling factor representing the ratio of the incident x-
ray beam intensity used for the measurements of Ibkg(Q)
and Isamp(Q). Since it is not possible to measure s with

high enough accuracy, it is taken as a fit parameter in the
analysis [39]. The background contribution was obtained
by measuring the scattered signal from the empty cell at
the end of the experiment. Isamp(Q), can be expressed
as the sum of the coherent and incoherent scattering,
Icoh(Q) and Iincoh(Q), respectively,

Isamp(Q) =
1

Nα

[
Icoh(Q) +N

∑
p

Iincohp (Q)

]
(2)

where α is the normalization factor used to express the
sample scattering in atomic units and Iincohp (Q) is the
incoherent Compton scattering from atoms of type p in
the sample computed using the analytic atomic formulas
given by Hajdu [40]. The molecular structure factor is
defined as:

Smol ≡
Icoh(Q)

NZ2
totf

2
e (Q)

(3)

Where fe(Q) is an effective electronic form factor de-
fined as fe(Q) = (fN (Q)+3fH(Q))/Ztot, where fN (Q) is
the atomic form factor for N computed using the analytic
atomic formulas given by Hajdu [40] while the atomic
form factor for H is directly calculated from exact theo-
retical expressions [41]. S∞ = (K2

N + 3K2
H)/Z2

tot, where
KX (X = N,H), is an average effective atomic number
defined as the average over the integration Q-range of the
functions KX(Q) = fX(Q)/fe(Q).

The molecular pair distribution function gmol(r) is
then obtained by the inverse Fourier transform

F (r) ≡ 4πρ[gmol(r)− 1] (4)

=
2

π

∫ ∞
0

Qi(Q) sin(Qr)dQ (5)

where i(Q) = Smol(Q)−S∞ and ρ is the average molec-
ular density.

The normalization coefficient α is calculated according
the Krogh-Moe [42] and Norman [43] method:

α = Z2
tot

−2π2ρ+

∫ Qmax

0

[J(Q) + S∞]Q2 dQ∫ Qmax

0

[
Isamp(Q)/f2e (Q)

]
Q2 dQ

(6)

where J(Q) =
∑
p I

incoh
p (Q)/Z2

totf
2
e (Q).

Initially, density ρ is not known and Eq. (6) is only
exact when Qmax = ∞. This makes the determination
of α somewhat uncertain. We also need to know the
scale factor s with high precision. To determine α and
s we therefore use a self-consistent procedure based on
a method developed by Kaplow et al. [44] and refined in
Ref. [39]. The idea is to remove the nonphysical oscilla-
tions in F (r), dominant at low r, coming from errors in
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α and s. To this end, we use the fact that for r values be-
low the minimum intermolecular distance (noted rmin),
F (r) should match the theoretical form:

F theo(r) = −4πρ+ F intra(r) for r < rmin (7)

where F intra(r) corresponds to the intramolecular con-
tribution to F (r). A frozen molecule formulation is cho-
sen for F intra(r), which considers the molecule as a rigid
body with a fixed (N,H) distance of 1.1024 Å and (H,H)
distance of 1.6242 Å [45]. This approximation should
be good enough in the pressure range of present exper-
iments. The difference ∆F (r) between the initial F (r)
from Eq. (4) and F theo(r) is calculated and Fourier trans-
formed to evaluate the correction to i(Q). The new F (r)
is then calculated using Eq. (4), and the procedure is it-
erated until convergence. As noted by Kaplow et al. [44]
and Eggert et al. [39], ρ is an independent variable in this
analysis with a direct influence on α and ∆F (r) so that
ρ can be extracted by minimizing ∆F (r). The optimum
value for the scale factor s can similarly be extracted.
Thus ρ and s are varied to minimize ∆F (r) using a χ2

figure of merit defined as χ2 =
∫ rmin

0
[∆F (r)]2dr. Dur-

ing this optimization, a damping function of the form
exp(−AQ2) is used in the Fourier transform to reduce
the termination effects from the finite value of Qmax, but
the final Smol(Q) and gmol(r) are calculated without the
use of damping.

We also note that in order to determine the trans-
mission of the sample scattering through the MCC, the
knowledge of the sample thickness is required. This can-
not be measured at present so it is taken as an additional
fit parameter in the procedure [25].

Finally, in order to compare our Smol(Q) and gmol(r)
with other experimental and theoretical data, we use the
following relations:

Smol(Q) = (K2
NSNN (Q) + 9K2

HSHH(Q) + (8)

6KNKHSNH(Q))/Z2
tot + S∞

gmol(r) =
K2
NgNN (r) + 9K2

HgHH(r) + 6KNKHgNH(r)

Z2
tot

(9)
where Sαβ and gαβ are the partial structure factors and

partial pair distribution functions (PDF), respectively.
For Qmax = 90 nm−1, KN = 8.4085 and KH = 0.5305,
thus the respective contributions of gNN (r), gNH(r) and
gHH(r) to gmol(r) are 70.7%, 26.8% and 2.5%.

C. Ab initio molecular dynamics

We conducted Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics
simulations at 8 different densities using the PW code of
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FIG. 2. Integrated x-ray diffraction patterns from a NH3

fluid sample at 4.3 GPa, 690 K, with and without the MCC.
The red and blue solid lines are patterns obtained respectively
with and without the MCC. The red and blue dashed lines are
the respective patterns from the empty cell with and without
MCC. The intensities for the patterns obtained without MCC
have been divided by 20 to scale with those measured with
the MCC.

the Quantum ESPRESSO package [46]. Most simula-
tions used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [47] ex-
change correlation functional with a plane wave energy
cutoff of 800 eV, since PBE functional was found to pro-
vide very good agreement with experiment for the equa-
tion of state [48] and Raman modes [49] of solid ammonia
at high pressure. We also compared the PBE functional
results to those obtained with the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr
(BLYP) functional [50, 51] at three different densities (29,
35 and 39.4 molecules.nm−3), as BLYP functional was
found to agree well with the structural data of the ambi-
ent pressure liquid [17, 18]. Brillouin zone was sampled
at the Γ point only. The temperature was equilibrated
with a Berendsen thermostat [52].

A supercell containing 108 NH3 molecules was used.
The system was equilibrated at two different temper-
atures (690 and 800 K) and each pressure was run in
the NVT ensemble with a Berendsen thermostat during
10 ps.

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Experiments

In total, seven x-ray diffraction patterns of fluid NH3

were collected from 1.0 to 6.3 GPa at 690 K and 800 K.
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FIG. 3. Optimum density and scale factor for ammonia at 4.8
GPa and 800 K as a function of Qmax. The average density
is 36.3± 1.5 molecules.nm−3.

At these P −T condition, ammonia is in the supercritical
state (the critical point of NH3 is at 11.3 MPa, 405.5 K).
To determine whether the data set crosses the Frenkel
line delimiting the nonrigid (or gas-like) from the rigid
(or liquid-like) states [53], we estimated the latter using
the sound-velocity minimum criterion and the tempera-
ture dependence of the sound velocity from the Nationnal
Institute of Standards and Technology database [45], as
in Trachenko et al. [54]. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
presure along the Frenkel line remains below 0.11 GPa
for T < 800 K, thus all our data points correspond to
liquid-like states.

Fig. 2 illustrates the raw signal obtained from a sample
of fluid NH3 at 4.3 GPa, 690 K obtained with and without
the MCC. It can be observed that without the MCC, the
signal of liquid ammonia cannot be distinguished from
that of the empty cell above 30 nm−1, while with the
MCC, the signal stands above the background up to ∼70
nm−1.

Nonetheless, the use of the MCC introduces parasitic
oscillations due to mechanical imperfections of the MCC,
which become more and more visible with increasing Q as
the liquid signal becomes very weak. These oscillations
are only partly removed when subtracting the empty
cell contribution, thus in order to reduce their effects on
the data treatment, such as artificial ripples in the pair
distribution function, the sample scattering intensity is
smoothed using a cubic spline smoothing routine which
allows the amount of smoothing to vary as a function of
Q [55].

The procedure outlined above to process the raw data
requires to fix some parameters (Qmax, rmin, smoothing
and damping factors), while the others are obtained from
the optimization process (scale factor s and normaliza-
tion factor α, sample thickness sth).

One of the most critical parameter is the maximum
Q value, Qmax, to which the data is used. Although
experimental data were collected up to 100 nm−1, the
rapid decrease of signal-to-noise ratio with Q imposed to
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FIG. 4. Evolution with pressure of the density of liquid
ammonia. Red and blue colours are for T = 800 K and
T = 690 K, respectively. Squares are experimental data,
lozenges are from AIMD simulations with the PBE functional,
and up-triangles are from AIMD simulations with the BLYP
functional. The solid and dashed lines are the densities ob-
tained with the EoS of Tillner-Roth et al. [1] and Jahangiri
and Behnejad [56], respectively. Blue down triangles are taken
from the AIMD simulations of Bethkenhagen et al. [57] at
700 K.

set Qmax to a lower value. We found here that the best
compromise was obtained by setting Qmax at 90 nm−1,
except for the lowest density data (1 GPa, 800 K) where
Qmax was set at 65 nm−1.

The optimum values of ρ and s obtained by the mini-
mization of the low-r oscillations in F (r) are also sensi-
tive toQmax. For our final ρ, we report the average values
obtained by varying Qmax in a range where Smol(Q) and
gmol(r) are well behaved, and use the standard deviations
as error bars [39]. The variation of the number density
and scale factor when Qmax is varied between 64 and 90
nm−1 is shown in Fig. 3 for the pattern at 4.8 GPa and
800 K. The average value at this pressure is 36.3 ± 1.5
molecules.nm−3.

The number density obtained for the complete data
set is plotted against pressure in Fig. 4. In the range of
present experiment, the density continuously increases
by 57% from 24.6 ± 1.1 to 38.7 ± 1.6 molecules.nm−3.
To our knowledge, there is no other reported experimen-
tal data in the literature in this P − T range. We thus
compare our experiments to semi-empirical EoS, on one
hand, and to the results of our AIMD simulations, on the
other hand. The first semi-empirical EoS which we ex-
amined is that of Tillner-Roth et al. [1], since this EoS is
nowadays considered as the reference EoS for liquid NH3.
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FIG. 5. Experimental results from the present x-ray diffraction study of liquid NH3. Panels (a) and (b) show respectively the
molecular structure factor and pair distribution functions obtained at the indicated pressures. The curves are offset by 0.5 for
clarity. The temperature was 800 K except for the patterns labelled by the * symbol, for which temperature was 690 K. The
dashed lines are Smol(Q) and gmol(r) calculated using the experimental data from Ricci et al. [11] at 273 K and 0.483 MPa.
the Panel (c) shows (QM/QM0)3 as a function of ρ/ρ0, where QM is the position of the main diffraction peak, ρ is the liquid
density, QM0 = 20.65 nm−1 and ρ0 = 22.6 molecules.nm−3 correspond to the values of liquid ammonia at 273 K and 0.483 MPa
reported by Ricci et al. [11]. Filled and open squares are experimental data from the present work and Ref. [11], respectively.
Blue and red are for T = 690 K and T = 800 K, respectively. The solid line is a linear fit to the data. Panel (d) shows the
first-neighbor distance as a function of density, determined as described in the text. Squares are present experimental data,
and lozenges are from AIMD simulations with the PBE functional.

It is based on the parametrization of the free energy using
a large set of experimental data for the thermodynamic
properties of liquid ammonia up to 1 GPa and 720 K.
The second one is from the recent work of Jahangiri and
Behnejad [56] and is based on a model developed by Song
and Mason [58] using the statistical-mechanical pertur-
bation theory of hard spheres. The latter EoS was found
to fairly agree with the AIMD results of Bethkenhagen
et al. [57] up to 20 GPa, 3000 K, and predicts a less com-
pressible liquid than Tillner-Roth et al. [1]’s EoS, the
difference between the two reaching 3 molecules.nm−3 (8
%) at 7 GPa. Our experimental densities are in very
good agreement with the EoS of Tillner-Roth et al. [1]
up to ∼ 4 GPa, then we find higher densities by up to 1
molecules.nm−3 at 6.3 GPa, but this difference remains
within the experimental uncertainties. By contrast, the
densities given by the EoS of Jahangiri and Behnejad
[56] are too low and the difference with our data exceeds
the error bars. This is consistent with the fact that the
AIMD densities of Bethkenhagen et al. [57] also underes-
timates the experimental values. By contrast, our AIMD

simulations using the PBE functional predict too high
densities at low pressures but the agreement with exper-
iment improves with pressure. This is consistent with
the good agreement observed between DFT calculations
of the EoS of solid NH3 using the PBE functional [48].
We finally note that for a given density, the AIMD sim-
ulations with the BLYP functional give higher pressures
than those using the PBE functional, and the resulting
P − ρ data closely follows the EoS of Tillner-Roth et al.
[1] in the covered P − T range.

The evolution of Smol(Q) with pressure is shown in Fig.
5(a). At all pressures, the molecular structure factor of
fluid NH3 is dominated by a first diffraction peak (FDP)
located at 21 nm−1 at 1 GPa, 800 K, followed by broad
oscillations. The main effects of increasing pressure is to
sharpen the diffraction peaks, increase their intensity and
shift them to higher Q. The maximum value of the FDP
varies from 1.36 to 2.06 (+51%) and shifts in Q by 13.3%
from 1 to 6.3 GPa. Fig. 5(a) also shows the Smol(Q) of
liquid ammonia at 273 K close to the saturation pressure
(ρ = 22.6 molecules.nm−3), which was calculated using
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FIG. 6. Evolution with density of the coordination number in
liquid NH3. Squares and lozenges represent experimental and
AIMD results, respectively. Red and blue are for T = 800 K
and 690 K, respectively.

Eq. 8 and the partial structure factors reported by Ricci
et al. [11]. There is a good correspondance between this
Smol(Q) and the one we determined at 1 GPa, 800 K
(ρ = 24.6 ± 1.1 molecules.nm−3), except that the latter
has broader peaks, which is likely due to the effect of
the higher temperature. The shape of Smol(Q) is at first
glance, very similar to that of a liquid with no or weak
orientational correlations such as H2 [26, 59], N2 [60, 61]
and O2 [61, 62]. In dense monatomic liquids it is em-
pirically found that the position of the maximum of the
FDP, QM is related to the density ρ through the relation
QM ' 4.4(4πρ/3)1/3 [63], and thus (QM/QM0)3 ' ρ/ρ0
where QM0 and ρ0 correspond to a reference state. This
relation has also been found to be verified in molecu-
lar liquids with weak orientational correlations, such as
H2[26] and N2[28]. To test whether it also holds in am-
monia, we plot in Fig. 5(c), (QM/QM0)3 as a function of
ρ/ρ0, using the data of Ricci et al. [11] at 273 K, 0.483
MPa as the reference state. It can be seen that these two
quantities are linearly related in liquid ammonia, but the
slope of 0.76(1) is lower than 1, thus indicating that liq-
uid NH3 somewhat differs from a simple liquid. It can
also be noticed that the Q3

M data fall on the same line,
irrespective of the temperature, and are thus primarily
dependent on density.

Figure 5b shows the evolution of gmol(r) with pres-
sure. The first peak in gmol(r) at ∼ 0.1 nm corresponds
to the intramolecualr N-H peak and is fixed by our data
analysis. Its broadening is entirely due to the trunca-
tion of the Fourier transform at Qmax and can thus serve
as a measure of the experimental resolution. The H-

H intramolecular peak at 0.16 nm cannot be observed,
most likely because it is too weak. Similarly as Smol(Q),
the shape of gmol(r) is not much affected by pressure in
the range of present experiments, the main effects being
again a sharpening and intensification of the oscillations
as they move to lower r. Consistently, we find a good
correspondence between the gmol(r) of Ricci et al. [11],
calculated using Eq. 9, with our lowest density data. A
noticeable difference can however be observed in the low-
r part which is more structured in Ricci et al. [11]’s data,
which we believe is due to the lower resolution of our data
(see also the comparison with AIMD simulations below).
The present x-ray data also confirm the absence of the
oscillations at 0.37 nm and 0.46 nm reported by Narten
[14] which were not observed in the neutron diffraction
studies [9–12].

The position of the first intermolecular peak approxi-
mately gives the distance between first neighbours, and is
plotted versus density in Fig. 5(d). This distance varies
from 0.345 to 0.315 nm over the experimental pressure
range. The ratio between the positions of the first and the
second peak are 2 and 1.8 for the lowest and the highest
pressure reached in this experiment, respectively. These
values characterize a liquid without extended preferen-
tial orientation, which is consistent with the observations
made above.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the average coordina-
tion number of ammonia molecules with density. This
quantity was determined by integrating 4πr2ρgmol(r) up
to the first minimum of gmol(r). Using our AIMD sim-
ulations, we checked that the difference in coordination
number obtained by using gmol(r) instead of gNN (r) is
below +6%. It is seen that the coordination number
slowly increases with density, going from 12.7 to 14.1.
These numbers are similar to those found earlier in the
neutron diffraction studies (14 in Ricci et al. [11]) and
indicate a close packing of molecules at all pressures.

Our experimental data thus suggest that the structure
of liquid NH3 is weakly affected by pressure. Unfortu-
nately, the interpretation of the data in terms of struc-
ture is limited because gmol(r) is a weighted sum of three
partial PDFs (Eq. 9) which cannot be extracted from a
single diffraction pattern. In the following, we compare
our experimental data to AIMD simulations and use the
latter to obtain greater details on the liquid structure.

We first start by comparing the AIMD predictions for
the partial PDFs using the PBE functional, on one hand,
and the BLYP functional, on the other hand. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 7(a) for the highest density of our data
set, ρ=39.4 molecules.nm−3, and for T = 800 K. We find
an almost exact correspondence between the two sets of
partial PDFs. These two functionals thus give identical
results in terms of liquid structure at a given density,
however the predicted pressure is higher (8.6 GPa) for
BLYP than for PBE functional (6.3 GPa). Next, we com-
pare the experimental gmol(r) with the simulated ones,
calculated with the help of Eq. 9. This is shown in Fig.
7(b) for four simulation runs at densities close to exper-
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24.5

29.0
33.8

39.4

a) b) c)

FIG. 7. Results from AIMD simulations. (a) Comparison between the NN, NH and HH partial PDFs obtained using either the
PBE or BLYP functional at the fixed density of 39.4 molecules.nm−3 and 800 K. Offsets of 1.5 and 3 are applied to NH and
HH distributions respectively. The arrows designate the three humps at r ' 0.21, 0.29 and 0.37 nm in the NH partial PDF. (b)
Comaparison between the experimental (red solid lines) and theoretical (blue dashed lines) gmol(r) at close densities. The ρ
values in molecules/nm3 are indicated for each curve. The theoretical gmol(r) were obtained with the PBE functional. Curves
are offset by 1. (c) Evolution with density of the theoretical partial PDFs. The blue dotted, green dashed, orange dot-dashed
and red solid lines correspond to ρ values of 24.5, 29, 33.8 and 39.4 molecules.nm−3, respectively. Offsets of 1.5 and 2.5 are
applied for NH and HH distributions, respectively.

imental ones. There is a fair agreement between the ex-
perimental and theoretical gmol(r) over the probed range
of densities: the peak positions are well reproduced, as
well as the amplitude of the second oscillation. The first
peak is smaller and broader in the experiment, which we
think is due, at least in part, to the low Qmax trunca-
tion. Indeed the same effects were previously observed
in the x-ray study of water [23, 39]. A noticeable fea-
ture is that the non-zero intensity between ∼ 0.18 and
∼ 0.22 nm, which, as seen later on, is assigned to NH and
HH contributions, is observed in both experimental and
theoretical gmol(r). Due to the limited size of the sim-
ulation box, the theoretical gmol(r) only extends to 0.7
nm, which was found insufficient to determine meaning-
ful Smol(Q) by inverse Fourier transform. This prevents a
direct comparison with the experimental Smol(Q) which
do not suffer from the “Qmax problem”. The good agree-
ment between simulations and experiments also extends
to the density evolution of the first-neighbor distance and
coordination number, as seen in Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 6.

The present AIMD simulations enable to access the
evolution of the partial (or site-site) PDF with density
which are shown in Fig. 7(c). Like gmol(r), to which
it contributes by ∼ 70%, gNN (r) presents a first peak
which is unstructured and has a similar shape as encoun-
tered in simple compact liquids. There is, however, a
noticeable asymmetry on the high-r side at low density,
which tends to decrease as the peaks sharpen and move
to lower r with pressure. More interesting is the evolu-
tion of the NH distribution. At low density, the latter
displays a first intermolecular peak with little structure,
but on increasing density, several humps appear and the

peak seems to be composed of at least three different
contributions at r ' 0.21, 0.29 and 0.37 nm. Turning to
gHH(r), the first intermolecular peak presents a bimodal
distribution at all densities, and the effect of increasing
pressure, apart from the general shift, is to increase the
intensity of the low-r contribution. These results suggest
that, despite the compact nature of the first-neighbour
solvation shell, the H distribution around nitrogen atoms
are not isotropic and that orientational correlations exist.

We recall that the presence of H-bonded molecules in
the low-pressure, low-temperature liquid was inferred by
the presence of a pronounced shoulder in the neutron
gNH(r) at r ' 0.235 nm [11]. In Fig. 8, we compare the
experimental partial PDFs of NH3 at 273 K, 0.483 MPa
determined by Ricci et al. [11] to the AIMD simulations
of Boese et al. [18] at the same thermodynamic condi-
tions, on one hand, and to our own simulations at the
lowest density (24.5 molecules.nm−3) at 700 K, on the
other hand. The simulations of Boese et al. [18] used the
BLYP functional and reproduced fairly well the experi-
mental PDFs, except for slight difference in amplitudes.
In particular, the shoulder at ∼ 0.235 nm is present in
the NH distribution. Our simulations used the PBE func-
tional, but as seen above, we found no difference between
the PDFs produced with the PBE and BLYP function-
als. It can be seen that at the higher temperature of our
simulations, the shoulder is absent, but the total width
of the first intermolecular peak is very similar. This in-
dicates that H atoms which form H-bonds to the central
molecules cannot be distinguished from those which do
not, which implies that non-bonded molecules can move
closer to the central one in the high temperature liquid.
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FIG. 8. Partial PDFs of liquid ammonia at low density. The
green solid, blue dotted and red dashed lines are, respectively,
the experimental data of Ricci et al. [11] at 273 K, 0.483 MPa,
the AIMD simulations of Boese et al. [18] with the BLYP func-
tional at the same P, T conditions, and our AIMD simulations
at 24.5 molecules.nm−3, 700 K using the PBE functional.

The integration of 4πρr2gNH(r) using the same bound-
aries as Ricci et al. [11], i.e from 0.19 to 0.26 nm, gives an
average number of H bonds of ∼1.5 per molecule, instead
of ∼2 at 273 K. We note however that the apparent dif-
ference with the low-temperature liquid should be taken
cautiously as the number of H-bonds are very sensitive to
the integration boundaries which are arbitrarily set since
there is no resolved H-bond peak.

The shape of the NH distribution found at the high-
est density (39.4 molecules.nm−3) is sensibly different
from the ones at low density, as well as from Ricci
et al. [11]’s gNH(r) at 273 K. The low-r shoulder as-
signed to H-bonded H atoms is recovered, but remains
less marked than in the liquid at 273 K. The integration
of 4πρr2gNH(r) up to the inflection point at ∼0.235 nm
gives an average of ∼2 H bonds per molecule at this den-
sity, which is the same as for the low-T liquid, showing
that the number of H-bonds per molecule is not much
sensitive to density.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reported the first, to our knowl-
edge, structural data on liquid ammonia above 1 GPa
and up to 6.3 GPa at 800 K, using synchrotron x-ray
diffraction in a diamond anvil cell. In this P − T range,
liquid ammonia is found stable and experience a den-
sity increase of 57 %. The present experiments made
use of advanced filtering techniques enabling to reject a
large part of the background scattering from the diamond
anvils. This was found crucial in order to extract high-
quality data for the x-ray molecular structure factor up
to 90 nm−1, from which the x-ray molecular pair distri-
bution function was obtained. The present study also
enabled to estimate the density of liquid NH3 in a range
where no experimental data existed.

The shapes of Smol(Q) and gmol(r) were found to lit-
tle vary with density in the experimental range, and are
found similar to that of liquids with weak orientational
correlations between molecules. The coordination num-
ber varies from 12.7 to ∼ 14, which is typical of compact
liquids. In order to obtain more details of the struc-
ture, AIMD simulations using either the PBE or BLYP
functional were performed. These two functionals are
found to give identical results in terms of pair distribu-
tion functions at a given density, but BLYP functional
gives higher pressure values than PBE functional. A good
agreement is observed between the simulated and exper-
imental gmol(r), first-neighbor distance and coordination
number at the same density. The most significant effect
of the density increase is seen on the NH distribution,
which displays a first intermolecular peak with no appar-
ent structure at low density while three separate humps
appear at high density. The signature of H-bonds is more
difficult to observe than for the liquid at low temperature,
but the integration of the NH distribution over the range
of expected H-bond distances gives on average from 1.5
to 2 H bonds, similar to the low T liquid.

The present data should be useful to benchmark theo-
retical models of ammonia in the 10 GPa, 1000 K range.
Experimentally, the extension of the present work to
higher pressures would be very interesting as theoreti-
cal studies [57, 64] indicate major transformations in the
liquid phase above ∼ 20 GPa, where molecules start to
dissociate. Although x-ray diffraction only allows access-
ing the total pair distribution functions, such a radical
change in the liquid should be easily observed.
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